
Love Freshness.
Love Liebherr.



Refrigeration and freezing

Liebherr Appliances India Private Limited specialises in the 
production of high-quality refrigerators and freezers for the 
Indian market. The new production plant covers an area of 
2,02,343 sq. mtr. The ultra-modern and flexible production 
facilities have a capacity of around 5,00,000 units per year, 
and can be expanded when necessary. 
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Global success:
The Liebherr Group.

Liebherr is a third-generation,
family-owned company founded
in 1949 by Hans Liebherr with his
ground-breaking invention of the
world’s first mobile tower crane. 

With over 70 years of success, Liebherr is known as
a pioneer in high-quality, breakthrough innovations
and countless cutting-edge technologies in numerous
industries. One of the world’s Largest manufacturers
of construction machinery, Liebherr has expanded its
broadly diversified portfolio to 13 product segments
including earthmoving, deep foundation machines, mobile
and crawler cranes, tower cranes, concrete technology,
material handling technology, mining, maritime cranes,
aerospace and transportation systems, gear technology
and automation systems, components, hotel, and
refrigeration and freezing. The company currently employs
about 49,000 people in more than 140 companies in
over 50 countries worldwide. 



We, at Liebherr, 
understand your need for 
a refrigerator that you 
can trust to preserve the 
freshness in your foods 
for a longer duration. 
We also appreciate the 
importance of providing 
you with an improved 
user experience through 
our products.

That is why we apply our 
seven decades of 
expertise to bring you 
intuitively innovative 
technologies that keep 
your food fresh for longer 
and make handling your 
refrigerator absolutely 
effortless.

Preserving
Freshness
Since 1954

Images are for representation purpose only. 



Lever Handle
Struggles with opening vacuum-sealed 
refrigerator doors will be a passé with 70% less 
pull force*. 

Our lever handle mechanism helps operate even the heaviest of 
doors with 70% lesser force compared to fixed handle doors.

Hot to Cool
Boiled milk straight from the burner to the 
refrigerator without worrying about a thing.

The moment you place that hot milk inside our refrigerator, 
our 'category first' intuitive technology activates booster air 
vents that send strong frigid air towards it to cool it down 
without affecting the surrounding food or spoiling the milk.

The unique moisture management system 
is an integral part of EasyFresh technology 
which is powered by DuoCooling.

Opening the refrigerator door multiple times affects the 
moisture content inside the refrigerator, which in turn 
affects the freshness of fruits and vegetables. Our intuitive 
technology locks the moisture inside our fruits and 
vegetables compartment, ensuring freshness for a 
longer time.

EasyFresh Technology

Hot to Cool plate Place the boiling milk vessel
from the burner...

...straight on the Hot to
Cool plate

Hands-Free opening
Refrigerator door opening technology has never seen an 
intuitive innovation like this before.

This intuitively designed innovative life solution allows one to open a 
refrigerator door with just a gentle press of a foot, without even using one’s 
hands. It is an industry-first technology, and a game-changer.

The Handsfree Foot Pedal Press with your feet Open the door with ease

Lever Handle Light pull unlocks the hinge Door swings open 
effortlessly

Keeps food fresh for longer Maintains optimum 
temperature and humidity

Customisable high/
low humidity

*Comparison made with similar existing models. Results may vary based on individual usage and operating conditions. Terms and Conditions apply.



DryStorage is a spacious base stand drawer for 
semi-perishable items like potatoes and onions. It frees up 
kitchen space by eliminating the need for extra baskets.

 

 

 

IceCream box
Keeps your ice cream fresh in an airtight environment, 
which avoids frost formation in ice cream and increases 
its shelf life.

A flexible storage option that can fit into any shelf and can 
keep delicate packaged products separate and safe.

FlexiDrawer

DryStorage

 

 

 

 

 

iCoolTouch
The refrigerator's control panel provides convenient access 
to multiple functions. With a touch interface, you can 
easily and precisely switch modes with a simple tap.

 

The above features and accessories may vary from model to model. Images for representation purpose only. The above features and accessories may vary from model to model. Images for representation purpose only.

Innovations that
demonstrate
our love for food 

FreshBox
Can be used to store non-vegetarian items like meat and 
fish in a covered and vacuum-sealed environment that 
maintains freshness and avoids odours and spillage.

The uniquely designed sorting system offers flexible 
spaces for storing leafy and solid produce separately, 
without any worry of them mixing up.

Vegetable sorting system

Spice boxes
Crafted especially for India, the spice boxes come with an 
easy grip and airtight silicone locking seal. These boxes 
maintain freshness, minimise loss of aroma & flavour, and 
prevent them from mixing with other food items.

VarioSafe
Provides clarity and creates order. Smaller foods and 
packages, tubes and jars can be perfectly stored in 
the drawer.



420 litres

Frost-free range

Features

Easy Fresh Drawer -  2 Nos. ✔ 

DuoCooling  ✔ ✔

Hot to Cool  ✔ ✔

Spice Box – Crafted for India  ✔ ✔

Digital Touch Control ✔ 

20 Year Warranty#  ✔ ✔

Vario Safe   ✔

NextGen 8-step Inverter Compressor  ✔ ✔

Ice Cream Box ✔ 

FreshBox ✔ 

Flexi Drawer ✔ 

Flip Box ✔ ✔

Holliday Mode, Super Cool, Super Frost ✔ 

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch”  ✔ ✔

Bigger Vegetable Basket with Pullout @ 90⁰ door opening  ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System  ✔ 

Heat Sensors ✔ ✔

Star rating 2 Star 2 Star 

 TDcsB 4765 TDcsB 4740 
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
#20 year warranty is only on compressor. Terms and conditions apply. 



316 litres

Frost-free range

Features

Easy Fresh Drawer -  2 Nos. ✔    

DuoCooling  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Hot to Cool  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lever Handle ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Spice Box – Crafted for India  ✔ ✔ ✔  

20 Year Warranty#  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vario Safe   ✔ ✔  

NextGen 8-step Inverter Compressor  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ice Cream Box ✔    

FreshBox ✔    

Flexi Drawer ✔    

Flip Box ✔ ✔ ✔  

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch”  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bigger Vegetable Basket with Pullout @ 90⁰ door opening  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System   ✔ ✔

Heat Sensors  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Star rating 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star 
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
#20 year warranty is only on compressor. Terms and conditions apply. 



269 litres

Features

Hot to Cool  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lever Handle ✔  ✔ 

Spice Box – Crafted for India  ✔ ✔  

20 Year Warranty#   ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vario Safe  ✔ ✔  

Central Power Cooling ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

NextGen 8-step Inverter Compressor  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch”  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bigger Vegetable Basket with Pullout @ 90⁰ door opening  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System  ✔ ✔  

Stabilizer-free Operation  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Heat Sensors  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Other Similar Offerings  TCPbsB 2721  TCPsiB 2711

  TCPrmB 2721  TCPgsB 2711

Finishes

Star rating 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star

 TCLssB 2721 TCPlmB 2721 TCLbsB 2711 TCPldB 2711
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
#20 year warranty is only on compressor. Terms and conditions apply. 



245 litres

Features

Hot to Cool  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lever Handle ✔  ✔ 

Spice Box – Crafted for India  ✔ ✔  

20 Year Warranty#   ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vario Safe  ✔ ✔  

Central Power Cooling ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

NextGen 8-step Inverter Compressor  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch”  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bigger Vegetable Basket with Pullout @ 90⁰ door opening  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System  ✔ ✔  

Stabilizer-free Operation  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Heat Sensors  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Other Similar Offerings TCLbsB 2421 TCPlmB 2421  TCPgsB 2411

  TCPbsB 2421  TCPrdB 2411

    TCPldB 2411

Finishes

Star rating 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star 2 Star
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
#20 year warranty is only on compressor. Terms and conditions apply. 



Direct cool range
222 litres

Features

Hands-Free opening ✔ ✔ ✔   

iCoolTouch UI ✔   ✔   

20 Year Warranty#   ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Up to 21 days of Freshness* ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

DryStorage ✔ ✔ ✔  

Large Vegetable FreshBox ( 17L)  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Large Freezer (22L) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

LED Lighting  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Door Alarm  ✔ ✔  ✔  

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch” ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Stabilizer-free Operation ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Elegant Horizontal Bar Handle  ✔   ✔ ✔ 

Super Cool ✔   ✔  

Energy Saver  ✔   ✔  

Child Lock / Door lock and key ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Toughed Glass – 150kg weight carrying capacity  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Antibacterial Gasket  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Other Similar Offerings DFBbsD 2225  DFPrmC 2221 DNBrmD 2215 DNBlmC 2211 DNPrdC 2201 

   DFPsiC 2221   

Finishes

Star rating 4 Star 5 Star 3 Star 4 Star 3 Star 3 Star 
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. #20 year warranty is only on compressor. 
*Result based on Liebherr’s internal lab standard test conditions. Actual results may vary depending on usage under different conditions, refrigerator settings, and individual food item 
conditions. Terms and conditions apply. 



Direct cool range
202 litres

Features

Hands-Free opening ✔ ✔    

iCoolTouch UI ✔  ✔   

20 Year Warranty#   ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Up to 21 days of Freshness* ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

DryStorage ✔ ✔    

Large Vegetable FreshBox ( 17L)  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Large Freezer (22L) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

LED Lighting  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Door Alarm  ✔  ✔ ✔  

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch” ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Stabilizer-free Operation ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Elegant Horizontal Bar Handle  ✔  ✔  ✔ 

Super Cool ✔  ✔   

Energy Saver  ✔  ✔   

Child Lock / Door lock and key ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Toughed Glass – 150kg weight carrying capacity  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Antibacterial Gasket  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Other Similar Offerings DFBssD 2025 DFPsiC 2021 DNBrdD 2015  DNBssC 2011 DNPrmC 2001 

  DFPlmC 2021    DNPlmC 2001 

   

Finishes

Star rating 4 Star 3 Star 4 Star 5 Star 3 Star 3 Star 
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. #20 year warranty is only on compressor. 
*Result based on Liebherr’s internal lab standard test conditions. Actual results may vary depending on usage under different conditions, refrigerator settings, and individual food item 
conditions. Terms and conditions apply.



Direct cool range
191 litres

Features

Hands-Free opening ✔ ✔    

iCoolTouch UI ✔  ✔   

20 Year Warranty#   ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Up to 21 days of Freshness* ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

DryStorage ✔ ✔    

Large Vegetable FreshBox ( 17L)  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Large Freezer (22L) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

LED Lighting  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Door Alarm  ✔  ✔ ✔  

Adjustable Shelves “Inch by Inch” ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Stabilizer-free Operation ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Elegant Horizontal Bar Handle  ✔  ✔  ✔ 

Super Cool ✔  ✔   

Energy Saver  ✔  ✔   

Child Lock / Door lock and key ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vegetable Sorting System  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Toughed Glass – 150kg weight carrying capacity  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Antibacterial Gasket  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Other Similar Offerings DFBlmD 1925 DFPldC 1921 DNBrmD 1915  DNBrmC 1911 DNPrdC 1901 

  DFPsiC 1921    DNPsiC 1901

Finishes

Star rating 4 Star 3 Star 4 Star 5 Star 3 Star 3 Star 

 DFBbsD 1925  DFPrdC 1921    DNBssD 1915   DNPlmE 1911   DNBsiC 1911   DNPldC 1901
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Images are for illustration purposes only. Model availability and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. #20 year warranty is only on compressor. 
*Result based on Liebherr’s internal lab standard test conditions. Actual results may vary depending on usage under different conditions, refrigerator settings, and individual food item 
conditions. Terms and conditions apply.



home.liebherr.com

Due to continuous R&D at Liebherr, the design and specifications may change without prior notice. Technology, features, sizes and specifications may differ from model
to model. Colours shown in the catalogue and the colours of actual products may slightly vary due to printing restrictions. Foodstuffs and bottles shown in the catalogue
are for illustration purposes only. Any resemblance or closeness to any brand/trademark is a coincidence and totally unintentional. Terms & Conditions apply.

FreshMAG - Discover the world of Liebherr Appliances with

the latest interesting news, stories, valuable tips and tricks

on food storage, recipes and lots more!

Liebherr Appliances India Pvt. Ltd.

Scan this QR code or visit the following link

to access our social media channels:

socialmedia.home.liebherr.com

A-1/6, Shendra MIDC, Aurangabad, Maharashtra - 431 154, India. E-mail: customercare.lhi@liebherr.com
To find out more or to get information on where you can buy a Liebherr product, Call Customer Care at: 7038 100 400
For a callback, give a missed call at: 866 99 222 88

Your local Liebherr-authorised dealer will help you make the right choice of refrigerators to suit your lifestyle.
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